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THE OYSTER 
AND 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDIAN 
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N OT TOO SURPRISINGLY, the earliest 
users of seafood in South Caro

lina were the prehistoric Indians of 
the coastal plain. A staple among the 
various types of seafood used was the 
American oyster. This shellfish, being 
immobile and usually exposed by low 
tides, was easy to gather and was 
apparently a plentiful natural resource 
for thousands of years. Radio-carbon 
dating indicates that the earliest pot
tery-making Indians used oysters as 
food at least as early as 2000 B.C. 

Ample evidence of Indian usage is 
relatively abundant, if not always 
immediately obvious, around the 
state's estuarine areas. Generally, the 
most prominent indication of Indian 
usage occurs in the form of indis
criminately heaped piles of oyster 
shells known as middens, or well-de
fined circular constructions simply 
called shell-rings. These sites usually 
lie in the marsh or in heavily wooded 
areas and are not always discernible. 

A midden is composed of habitation 
refuse; merely a trash heap of an 
earlier age. A shell-ring is definitely 
something else. The shell-ring is uni
form in height within a single site. 
They are both found in marshy areas 
and on high wooded ground. Shell
rings are relatively large with rim 
diameters ranging from 130 feet to 
300 feet with wall thicknesses of 25 
feet to 70 feet. Shell-rings were ob
viously planned and required a great 
expenditure of time and labor and 
must have been of importance to their 
builders. Although constructed for a 
definite reason, the exact purpose of 
these structures is still open to con
jecture. Archeological studies indicate 
they were probably used for some 
ceremonial, but not necessarily religi
ous, purpose. Although there are sev
eral divergent theories of utilization, 
such as their being utilized as "fish 
traps," few of these ideas stand the 
test of practical application or are not 
applicable to many of the known sites. 
It is thought that habitation was on 
or very near the perimeter of the 
ring, but no conclusive evidence has 
been found to support this theory. If 
shelters were present, they were 
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lightly constructed and left no obvious 
indication of their existence. 

Preliminary excavations of the open 
space at the center of the rings have 
revealed no conclusive evidence of 
habitation, although it is suspected 
that habitation may have occurred 
there also. Many of the shell-rings 
have low, muddy interiors, which 
hinder the type of excavation needed 
for the location of post-holes or other 
indicators of shelter construction. 

All of the South Carolina coastal 
shell-rings and their associated shell
middens are prehistoric and were the 
dwelling sites of the earliest pottery
making inhabitants of the Southeast
ern Atlantic coastal plain. The shell
rings were probably abandoned about 
2,000 years ago. Middens may be 
composed of shell collected up to 
about 300 years ago. All coastal In
dians certainly utilized shellfish, to 
some degree, up until their eviction 
by encroaching European colonists in 
the late seventeenth and ear 1 y 
eighteenth centuries. 

Middens are found not only in the 
proximity of some shell-rings, but 
around most South Carolina estuaries. 
The northern extent of the shell-rings 
is on the upper end of Sewee Bay 
in the Francis Marion National Forest. 
This makes their range relatively 
limited, extending south only as far 
as Sapelo Island, Georgia, where the 
largest North American one is located. 

All known shell-rings in North 
America are located in the Sea Island 
section of the Southeast Atlantic coast. 
Only one other has been documented, 
and it is located in South America at 
Puerto Hormiga, in Colombia. Al
though it is constructed of clam shell, 
its dating of about 2500 B.C. and the 
marked similarity in form to the 
Georgia-South Carolina rings have led 
some archeologists to strongly support 
the theory of the shell-rings being 
introduced into this region by early 
voyagers from South America. Al
though there are no known interven
ing archeological sites in Central 
America on the Gulf Coast, the theory 
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View of Fig Island shell ring from atop a nearby shell midden. Note water level is surrounding marsh. Tree growth marks the 
edge of the rim of the ring. North Edisto River is seen in the background. 

is quite plausible, but at this time 
lacks conclusive proof. The northern 
bound current of the Gulf Stream 
would have favored the passage of 
Indians from South America past the 
north-western tip of Cuba, through 
the straits of Florida, ultimately to a 
land-fall on the Sea Island coast. 

During the spring of 1970, the In
stitute of Archeology and Anthropol
ogy of the University of South Caro
lina under the direction of Dr. Robert 
L. Stephenson, conducted a survey 
of about 150 miles of Georgia and 
South Carolina coast, specifically con
cerned with locating shell-rings. Dr. 
E. Thomas Hemmings was in charge 
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of the field work and was assisted by 
Gene Waddell of the Florence Mu
seum. A total of 18 shell-rings were 
located and examined. There are be
lieved to be at least four others in 
this area, but their existence has not 
yet been confirmed. 

At about the mid-point of their 
distribution is found the largest intact 
shell-ring in South Carolina. This ex
cellent example is located near Fig 
Island on thc west bank of the North 
Edisto River. Its diameter is about 
2.50 feet, and it encompasses an area 
of approximately one-half an acre. Its 
height is five feet above thc surround
ing marsh and its rim base averages 

35 feet . It is composed almost en
tirely of oyster shell, the volume of 
which is no less than 375,000 bushels. 
There is a second ring nearby, but 
over the years it has largely suc
cumbed to erosion. Close by is a 
large midden probably containing, 
at one time, at least as many oyster 
shells as the intact shell-ring. How
ever, the midden has becn partially 
destroyed in historic times by ill-ad
vised burrowing of shell for construc
tion purposes. Before the Civil War, 
a type of building construction utiliz
ing burnt shell and called "tabby" 
was common . Use of shell as road fill 
or in tile drainage fields was exten-
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sively practiced until recent years. 
While the bulk material of all the 

rings and most of the middens is the 
American oyster, the same that grows 
today, there is evidence of other ani
mal remains. The remains of whelks, 
mussels, clams, oyster dlills, turtles 
and crabs are homogeneously mixed 
with the oyster shells. Even peri
winkles are found in large numbers, 
perhaps indicating that they were the 
basic ingredient for some type of 
broth . Fish remains were quite plenti
ful, although they do not contribute 
much to the physical bulk of the shell 
piles. Black drum teeth and catfish 
earstones ( otoliths) indicate that 
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these fishes formed a prominent part 
of the coastal Indian's diet. 

Mammal remains are not as com
mon as those molluscs, but raccoon, 
opossum, and deer remains have been 
recovered. Of the remains of different 
types of food, oyster shells have per
haps best withstood the ravages of 
time and present us with the most 
apparent visual evidence seen today. 
However, oysters apparently provided 
only a relatively small percentage of 
the actual protein intake. 

Dr. William E. Edwards, in a re
port on excavations conducted at the 
Sewee Ring in 1965, indicates that 
while oyster shells constitute some 98 
percent of the mollusc remains, fish 
such as catfish and garfish constituted 
a significant portion of the Indian 
seafood diet. Snails, mussels, clams, 
and conchs make up the majority of 
the remainder of this ring's shell re
mains. Clams form less than one per
cent of the shell total, but several 
hundred yards east of this shell-ring 
is a midden composed almost entirely 
of clam shells. Interestingly enough, 
skate and alligator remains are found 
in Significant numbers, but no shark 
teeth have been reported. 

Bone and antler artifacts as well as 
pottery fragments (shards) are found 
mixed throughout the shell. Artifacts 
of bone and antler are sometimes 
found inscribed with elaborate geo
metric designs. Stone artifacts are 
rarely found, but a stone projectile 
point known as the "Savannah River 
Stemmed Point" is discovered infre
quently. There are spear points, as the 
bow and arrow were not developed 
until a later period. Various shells 
were made into both decorative and 
utilitarian objects. Excellent examples 
of beads, cups, hoes, and scrapers 
have been recovered. 

The superior quality of the Indian
gathered oyster shells, in both size 
and shape, is readily apparent to any
one familiar with the present-day state 
of the South Carolina oyster. In 1938, 
thc late Dr. C . Robert Lunz, then 
with the Charleston Museum, con
ducted a survey of shell sizes at two 
prehistoric locations in Charleston 

County. He wrote of his findings: 
"On the west bank of the Ashley 
River, about eight miles abo v e 
Charleston, South Carolina, there is 
a large shell heap containing over 
3200 bushels of oyster shells. The 
geographic location of this shell pile 
is such that the oyster shells therein 
must have come from the nearby river. 
Practically all the oyster shells in the 
mound are over 3.50 inches from 
hinge to bill. Today, the Ashley River 
produces no oysters commercially, 
and even experimentally it is doubt
ful if any oysters could be gathered 
which would compare favorably with 
those from the Indian shell heap. Of 
course, the Ashley River is and has 
been for some years, heavily polluted 
with sewage and mill waste. This 
pollution may have been the cause 
of the decrease in the size of the 
oysters of today. 

In order to compare the size of 
pre-colonial oysters with present day 
oysters not affected by pollution, 
shells were collected from a large 
Indian shell heap on the edge of 
Sewee Bay. These shells came from 
oysters quite evidently gathered in 
the vicinity of Sewee Bay, which is 
far removed from any source of pol
lution." 

Of the shell-ring samples examined 
at Sewee Bay, the average length 
proved to be 4.29 inches; the average 
length of the control grout> of living 
oysters picked nearby was 2.25 inches. 
Another group gathered from a more 
remote location, but still in Sewee 
Bay, averaged 2.67 inches. Observa
tions made of other shell-rings and 
middens in later years south of 
Charleston tend to confirm Dr. Lunz's 
findings that the oyster of the period 
of Indian usage was generally much 
larger than those available today. Dr. 
Lunz surmised that the oyster has 
not become a smaller species over the 
years, but rather, the small size of 
today's oyster is the result of intensive 
commercial harvesting which does 
not allow it to grow to maximum size. 

However, other factors may enter 
into the question of decreasing size 
as well. It is possible that biological 
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conditions such as fluctuating or lower 
salinities in the estuaries may have 
been variable enough to promote 
rapid growth and at the same time 
inhibit oyster predators. Dr. Edwards 
took a different approach, and in the 
case of the Sewee shell-ring suggested 
that the large size of the shell "prob
ably indicates that conservation, by 
choosing only the larger individuals, 
was practiced for it seems very un
likely that the population of the site 
did not, by the middle of its occupa
tion reach the point at which small 
oysters would have been deemed 
worthy of collection if there had been 
no strong sanctions against such a 
practice." He estimated that this 
shell-ring was occupied from 150 to 
400 years. 

In the cases of the Fig Island and 
Sewee Bay shell complexes, the con
figuration of the shells would indicate 
that the Indians of that time may 
have had access to shallow, but never
theless, subtidal oysters which today 
are almost always superior in shape 
to the predominant intertidal oysters 
so common in the majority of the 
state's tidal areas. There are extremely 
few commercial quality subtidal oys
ter beds located anywhere in South 
Carolina today. There are no known 
subtidal oyster beds in the North 
Edisto estuary today and no evidence 
that there ever were any, except for 
the Indian collected shells. However, 
early beds could have been easily 
destroyed by natural events such as 
hurricanes, or in more recent times 
by silting hastened through the inter
ference of man by his tampering with 
the natural flow of waterways which 
causes an unnatural flow of currents 
and mixing of salinities . 

Additional research is needed on 
the early shell collecting Indian cul
tures of the South Carolina-Georgia 
coast. Of particular interest to the 
archeologists are the shell-ring build
ers. The rings themselves may hold 
important keys for interpretation of 
emerging "formative life" in the 
coastal Southeast where, prior to food 
producing, sea-oriented subsistence 
techniques may have permitted a high 
degree of sedentism. Because of this 
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method of subsistence, perhaps in
troduced by early waterborne colonists 
from South America, the first forms 
of true village life were able to 
emerge in what is now the Southeast
ern United States. 

Of special interest to the marine 
biologist is the need to gain insight 
into the local environment at the time 
of early occupation and the manner 
in which it was exploited. Knowledge 
of the percentage and types of pri
mary food collected from the estuaries 

would give an indication of the 
changing conditions of our tidelands 
and allow new opinions to be formed 
concerning current prevailing trends. 
Data gained from the shell-rings and 
middens may be of importance in 
helping to evaluate the effectiveness 
of some present day management and 
conservation practices. Obviously, the 
critically poor condition of some of 
our tidelands today would have been 
quite appalling to the shell-ring 
builders. 
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STATE'S NUMBER TWO 

LARGEMOUTH BASS PULLED 

FROM FORT JACKSON POND 

It takes a mighty big fish to bug-eye 
fisheries biologists who say they have 

seen everything from minnows to mon

sters, but it happened in the S. C. 

Wildlife Resources Department's Co
lumbia office recently. 

Donald Meador of Columbia brought 

a 14-pound 9-ounce largemouth bass 
around to the Columbia headquarters 
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and bug-eyed the entire fisher ies staff. 
Meador said his fish fell for a black 

plastic worm in a Fort Jackson pond 
near Columbia. 

Meador's bass-brute falls short of the 

existing state largemouth record by 25-
ounces making it the second largest 

recorded caught in the Palmetto State. 

The present state largemouth record 
stands at 16-pounds 2-ounces caught by 
a Santee-Cooper angler in 1949. 

TREATY ADDS BI RDS OF PREY TO 

MIGRATORY PROTECTION LIST 
COLUMBIA-Birds of prey including 

all hawks, owls and vultures are now 

protected under The Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act by an amendment signed 
recently by Mexico, Canada and the 

United States, according to the U. S. 

Interior Department. 
Hunters and naturalists know The 

Migratory Treaty Act by its provision 
of federal protection for migratory 
waterfowl including ducks and geese. 

Now birds of prey have been added 
and are fully protected under the act, 
says the Interior Department. 

Birds of prey have been completely 
protected in South Carolina since the 

summer of 1970 when Governor John 
West signed into law a bill protecting 

them from " killing and molestation." 
South Carolina's birds of prey include 

two species of vultures, all hawks, fal
cons, the harriers, Bald and Golden 
eagles, the osprey and all owls. 

According to biologists with the S. C. 

Wildlife Resources Department, it has 
long been known in professional wildlife 

circles that birds of prey play an im

portant role in the scheme of life. 
Predators feed primarily on the weak, 

maladapted or "just plain stupid" in

dividuals in a prey population thus pre
venting them from passing on their 

shortcomings to offspring, biologists ex
plain. 

Predatory pressures keep wildlife pop
ulations biologically strong in this way. 

Also, birds of prey and other preda

tory species of animals feed on rats and 
other destructive rodent pests which are 

enemies to domestic animals and game 
as well. 

Biologists say without predatory pres

sures to keep these prolific pests under 
control, they would soon erupt into 

large, destructive and uncontrollable 

numbers. 
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